The firing fields of mammalian grid cells, which map an animal's environment, lie on hexagonal lattices. Three new studies report significant field-to-field differences in the firing rates, a finding with far-reaching consequences for how grid fields form and encode spatial information.
Grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) represent space using hexagonal lattices [1] , complementing the localized spatial representation of hippocampal place cells [2] . Environmental boundaries both calibrate and deform grid-cell lattices [3, 4] . These distortions and dislocations have sparked debate as to whether the hexagonal grid is the brain's metric for space [3] . Three recent papers [5] [6] [7] -one in this issue of Current Biology [7] -add a new twist to the apparent imperfection of grid fields: all three groups show that firing rates differ between the fields of the same grid cell ( Figure 1 ). These variations are stable in time. The studies suggest more than just another wrinkle to our understanding of grid cells, as they force us to revisit standard models for grid-field formation and decoding.
The first grid-cell study [1] already noted ''small, but reliable rate differences between the vertices''. But as grid cells tend to fire irregularly, researchers traditionally use the spatial autocorrelation to average over field-to-field variations before estimating a grid's spatial scale or orientation. This might explain why it took more than a decade until Dunn et al. [5] , Diehl et al. [6] and Ismakov et al. [7] presented the first detailed analyses of field-to-field firing-rate variations.
The primary challenge was to gather evidence that these variations cannot be a product of chance. Grid cells discharge stochastically and their firing rates decrease during an experimental session. In addition, the animal samples its environment unevenly while foraging, which compounds the statistical challenge. Other variables, such as the animal's heading direction and its speed, oscillatory brain activity, or even attention, could also confound the neuronal response to position.
Nevertheless, the field-to-field heterogeneity was preserved from the first to the second half of an experiment. Moreover, grid locations and firing rates seem to be encoded independently, consistent with the statistical independence of grid-cell spike sequences from field to field [8] . For instance, changes in the size of an animal's enclosure that rescaled grid lattices [9, 10] did not change which firing fields were strong or weak [7] . Conversely, when the experimental context was altered by switching the arena's overall shape (square vs. circle) [6] , colour [6, 7] or scent [7] manipulations known to reorganise place-cell coding -firing-rate distributions were remapped with at most small changes in field positions [6, 7] . These results suggest that grid cells operate in a more local manner than suggested by their periodic lattices. What are the consequences for grid-cell formation and information processing?
The spatial firing maps of grid cells have been proposed to arise through dynamical self-organization within a 'continuous attractor network' (see [11] for a comprehensive review). Continuous attractor networks produce a hexagonal activity pattern that is a stable attractor of the network dynamics and maintains its shape even when a velocity signal moves it across the network. The moving pattern mirrors the animal's own motion, allowing the network to perform path integration. Two main predictions follow from the continuous attractor framework: first, different grid cells within one network must share the same periodicity, lattice orientations, and even lattice distortions; and second, all firing fields of a single grid cell must be identical.
Continuous attractor networks robustly produce regular activity patterns. How can one then explain the field-to-field variation in the firing rates? Local neural connectivity differences cannot be responsible. Diluting the connections to a particular grid cell, for instance, will change that cell's maximal response, but do so equally for all its firing fields.
The firing-rate differences could be caused by hippocampal place-cell input [5, 7] . Such input could modulate the firing rate in a location-specific manner. This proposal implies that the recurrent dynamics do not dominate the continuous attractor network. Moreover, it suggests a zero-sum rule: to preserve the attractor's integrity, for every increase in the firing rate within a particular field, other grid cells with overlapping fields should decrease their activity.
To obtain a mechanistic understanding, Dunn et al. [5] studied continuous attractor networks with excitatory grid cells and inhibitory interneurons. To model heterogeneous firing-field amplitudes, the grid-cell population received place-cell-like input in the spirit of the adaptation model [12] ; to test the path-integration capability of the continuous attractor network, this input was replaced by an external velocity signal. Yet the variability in the grid-cell firing fields seems to be at odds with path integration: continuous attractor networks were able to achieve either realistic firing rate maps or do path [6] , and Ismakov et al. [7] . Various scenarios for firing-rate variations can be considered: (E) In the simplest case each grid cell exhibits only one grid field with elevated firing, mirroring place-cell characteristics. (F) Firing fields can also display long-range modulations along specific directions. Distributed firing-rate variations as in (D) and (F) can be used to represent spatial location with a combinatorial code involving multiple grid cells.
R756 Current Biology 27, R746-R769, August 7, 2017 Current Biology Dispatches integration, but not both at the same time. Continuous attractor networks with only one activity bump [11, 13] might provide a solution, as a single bump obviates the need to explain how distinct bumps could be differentially modulated.
Firing-rate variations might reflect differences in bump amplitudes. Given the right parameters for the dynamics, hexagonal patterns can suffer distortions. Such distortions can include defects, giving rise to fields with five or seven neighbors, instead of six, or slow amplitude variations caused by spatial phase gradients. The distortions become part of the attractor, which the velocity signal for path integration moves across the network. As firing-rate maps of simultaneously recorded grid cells with matching spatial period should be identical up to spatial shifts [10] , the same defects and distortions should appear for these neurons. Whether this is the case remains an open question.
Feed-forward models do away with the attractor concept altogether. In one such model, the temporal interference of velocity-controlled oscillators explains grid-field formation [14] . In the absence of feedback, additional external input can modulate the firing rate without disrupting the oscillatory interference mechanism. Similar results are expected for models with self-organization driven by firing-rate adaptation [12] .
As exemplified by conjunctive grid 3 head-direction cells, which encode the animal's spatial location as well as its head direction, some MEC neurons show multimodal responses. In fact, multiplexing information across different stimulus modalities has emerged as ubiquitous MEC coding principle [15] . The three new studies [5] [6] [7] suggest a novel variant of this strategy, wherein each grid cell carries three complementary yet co-existing representations of space. Using the first representation, downstream neurons could read out positional information that either directly mimics the activity of hippocampal place cells (compare Figure  1E with Figure 1B) or generalizes it to a random ( Figure 1D ) or structured ( Figure  1F ) activity pattern. Here, unique position estimates can be obtained by combining the outputs of multiple grid cells. This combinatorial strategy might offer a coding advantage over place-like representations ( Figure 1E ). Further analyses are needed to determine whether -at the level of single field traversals -the animal can use the significant but small field-to-field firing-rate variability despite the substantial withinfield variability.
In addition to this localized representation, grid-cell activity can also be read out across the entire grid-cell population. Such a read out could, for instance, be based on integer arithmetic [16] or population-vector decoding [17] . Modular integer arithmetic relies on multiple modules of grid cells with different, incommensurate spatial grid periods. Within each module, an average or 'winning' spatial phase is determined. Firing-rate variations from field to field might thus be a nuisance. In contrast, as population vectors automatically average over individual firing-rate variations, they are ideally suited for decoding from heterogeneous firing fields, as long as the firing-rate variations average out across the population. If this holds, the algorithm for computing the population-vector remains unchanged. Accordingly, animal position (in room-centred coordinates) as well as goal direction (in body-centred coordinates) can be read out with high fidelity [17] . Moreover, informationtheoretic approaches to calculating the capacity of grid codes [18] still apply. The population vector also provides a measure of the uncertainty in the position estimate. In the presence of firing-field variability, this uncertainty will fluctuate as the animal moves through space.
For a given lattice with n firing fields, n grid cells are required within the simple place code ( Figure 1E ), and potentially fewer cells for its combinatorial extensions ( Figure 1D or Figure 1F ). In either case, the number of neurons needed at a certain grid spacing to represent a fixed environment will grow with decreasing scale. This may explain why there are more grid cells with small spacing [10] , complementing an argument based on decoding movement trajectories [19] .
When the animal crosses a firing field of some grid cell, that neuron tends to fire at progressively earlier phases of 'theta' band (5-12 Hertz) oscillations in the local field potential [20] . This phenomenon is called theta-phase precession. Spike phases can be decoded at the level of single firing-field traversals [8] . This finding underscores that despite the inherent stochasticity of grid-cell firing, phase precession offers a behaviourally relevant temporal code. In addition, spike phases in successively visited firing fields of a grid cell are unrelated, again suggesting that the cell's multiple firing fields operate as independent encoders of physical space.
Altogether, grid cells thus harbour (at least) three distinct neural codes to represent spatial relations: a fine temporal code based on theta-phase precession; a distributed firing-rate code that can be regarded as combinatorial extension of hippocampal place-cell coding; and a global representation that requires a multi-scale read out across the entire grid-cell population but is highly versatile once population-vector decoding is in place. As these observations show, the new studies [5] [6] [7] generate unexpected insight into the dynamics and information processing of grid cells. Such insight provides critical tests for mathematical theories and computational models. Further analyses, particularly of simultaneously recorded grid cells, are likely to yield more surprises.
